
HANDOUTS FOR
ESTABLISHING A MINDFULNESS

PRACTICE
A four-week class

When we see how often we get lost in thought,
and how getting lost in thought very often leads to reactivity,

stress or other types of suffering, we become motivated to practice.

Class Description:

In this 4-week class, we provide a brief introduction to some foundational teachings of the Buddha,
guidance and skillful tips to support you in establishing or deepening your practice, rich opportunities to
ask questions of teachers, and time to relate with sangha members. This series is appropriate for
beginners and those with more experience who want to support or inspire their practice.

What is Mindfulness?

Mindfulness is a way of seeing and being with experience that supports our capacity to be present and
connected to our direct experience. It helps us shift out of habitual, automatic, and reactive ways of
being so that we see things differently and respond to experiences with more stability, heartfulness, and
ease. To grow the presence of mindfulness, we practice directly knowing what is happening as it is
happening with non-reactivity. When mindful, we are:

1. Paying attention on purpose.
2. We know what we are doing.
3. We know that we are aware.

We can grow our ability to be mindful both in formal meditation practice and in daily life. When we
expand our ability to be aware, we create more opportunities to choose how we will respond instead of
being reactive.
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What do you mean by “practice”?

When the Buddha taught, he would invite people to practice what he taught and to observe their own
experiences to gain insight. He did not want people to simply accept what he said. Instead, the Buddha
wanted people to learn for themselves through their direct experience. The insight we gain through
direct knowing is the type of wisdom the Buddha emphasized, and practice is the active engagement
with the Buddha’s teachings.

While mindfulness can be described as simple knowing, it is not always easy to simply know our direct
experience. We practice to grow our ability and then sustain mindfulness moment by moment. It is no
different than going to the gym to work on increasing our strength, flexibility, and general fitness. When
we sit in meditation, we are working on growing our capacity to stay physically, emotionally, and
mentally present. We find out in this process that there are endless ways we get lost in thought,
wanting, planning and remembering, etc. All these ways of getting lost cause us to be distracted and
disconnected from awareness.

Why establish a mindfulness practice?

When we see how often we get lost in thought and how getting lost in thought often leads to reactivity,
stress, or other types of suffering, we become motivated to practice. We may also be motivated
because we want a greater sense of control over habitual patterns that are no longer serving us. We
may wish to stop ways of thinking that lead to depression and anxiety. Many of us practice to reduce
our suffering and to increase our sense of well-being. Over time, as we grow our mindfulness practice,
our aspiration may blossom into a desire for liberation, to be free from the causes of suffering.

What brought you to this course? Why do you want to spend the next four weeks learning and
practicing ways to establish a practice? How can your aspirations support and sustain your interest in
establishing a practice?

If we practice correctly, life will always be new and interesting because
we will always see more. We are observing nature happening in the deepest possible way.

- Sayadaw U Tejaniya.
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WEEK 1: Establishing a Practice with Wise
Understanding & Wise Intention

Wise understanding leads to wise intentions.
Wise intentions lead to wise actions.

Wise actions lead to a life with greater ease and peace.

Wise Understanding, part 1:

The first part of wise understanding is the Four Noble Truths. The Four Noble Truths are often
expressed as: 1. There is Dukkha. 2. The cause of dukkha. 3. The cessation of dukkha. 4. The
Eightfold Path. The Buddha’s Four Noble Truths can operate like a compass. A compass helps us
orient and find where we want to go. In the same way, when we understand our experience from the
point of view of the Four Noble Truths, these truths can help us orient and find the path toward freedom
and away from suffering (dukkha). “Dukkha” is an experience. Dukkha is often translated as suffering
but represents a broad range of experiences, including subtle stress, unease, mild to severe distress,
or pain. Recognizing the various forms of “dukkha” can be thought of as seeing the compass needle
pointing toward a big red stop sign that says, “more suffering, this way.” It tells us we are going away
from freedom rather than toward it.

With the [first] Noble Truth, ‘there is suffering,’ the advice to deal with this suffering is to welcome it,
understand it, open to it, admit it, and begin to notice it and accept it. It’s a willingness to embrace and
learn from what we don’t like or want - the pain and the irritation, whether physical, mental, or
emotional. -Ajahn Sumedho

It’s not always easy to be mindful, but it is required if we are to abandon the clinging that causes
suffering. One of the essential functions of recognizing dukkha is that it helps us learn, on a deep level,
how we feel stress, pain, discomfort, and sometimes outright suffering due to how we cling. When we
look at what we are trying to cling to, we realize there is nothing “there” that we can hold on to. Can you
cling to a feeling so that it doesn’t change? Can you hold onto a person and keep them from changing?
Can you make time stop, speed up or reverse? What doesn’t change? We cling because we think it will
help us feel better or get what we want, but it doesn’t work. Recognizing dukkha can help us take note
and orient toward wise understanding so that we can choose to move toward ease and away from
suffering.
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Wise Understanding, Part 2:

The second aspect of wise view is understanding why we keep doing things that cause dukkha. In AA,
they say, “the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over again, expecting different
results.” Wise understanding is the opposite of insanity; it is about understanding the conditioned nature
of experience and recognizing there is another way. By understanding both how powerful conditioning
is and knowing there is another way, we learn to be more patient and persistent in our efforts to live a
life of non-harming.

Conditioning is a natural process (meaning it occurs with or without our conscious attention,
understanding, or choice). Conditioning is necessary for us to function in many tasks of daily life. For
example, conditioning allows us to learn how to operate complex machinery (such as cars) while
navigating traffic. However, the conditioning mechanisms that operate in the mind are not capable of
discernment, and discernment is only possible when mindfulness and wisdom are present.
Understanding the nature of our conditioned experience, the human condition, can lead to a wiser and
more compassionate life for ourselves and others. Another example of conditioning that requires
discernment is how people relate to one another. Different families/societies and cultures have various
forms of greeting each other. These ways of greeting become a conditioned response, a habit, unless
or until we actively learn different ways of greeting others. It’s natural, and it’s functional. It is mostly
useful until, for example, you find yourself in a setting where the way you have learned to greet others,
such as offering hugs, kisses, or handshakes, can lead to the transmission of a virus. In this situation,
the “normal” (habitual and conditioned) form of greeting is longer experienced by others as a kindness
but as a potential threat to health. During the pandemic, for example, many people used discernment to
help change how they greeted and spent time with their most beloved friends and family members.

Wise Intentions:

When we embody wise understanding, it is natural to connect with the aspiration of wise intention. The
Buddha outlined three intentions that support our capacity to orient our lives toward freedom and away
from dukkha. These three intentions are:

1. Not to cause harm.
2. To be friendly; often described as practicing loving-kindness.
3. To renounce (“let go”) that which is unskillful.

We use the terms skillful and unskillful to describe how certain habits, thoughts, and decisions lead to
suffering or the end of suffering. Some prefer to use the terms “wholesome” and “unwholesome” to
describe these tendencies. Skillful and wholesome actions develop as we recognize the conditions of
dukkha and develop our understanding of suffering and the Four Noble Truths. We use these terms in
place of good/bad dichotomies to understand conditions not as good or bad in terms of morality but as
conditions that lead to certain outcomes.

Practice Tips:
4
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Practice with the Four Noble Truths as a dharma compass:

● Stop when suffering: When we orient toward the First Noble Truth as a compass, we begin to
notice the presence or absence of “dukkha” as something helpful. It is good to see when we are
heading away from freedom!

● Recognize clinging: When we orient toward the Second Noble Truth, we learn to recognize we
are clinging, which is the cause of dukkha. Clinging can be noticed in subtle resistance, wanting,
not-wanting, efforts to control, or even a fixed idea that things should be otherwise.

● Enjoy and appreciate the lessening and the end of suffering: When we orient toward the
Third Noble Truth, after the dukkha has diminished, our practice is supported by connecting with
gratitude for the protection offered by mindfulness, by paying attention to the inner compass of
experience, and the gift of freedom from suffering.

● Walk the path toward freedom: When we orient toward the Fourth Noble Truth, we walk the
path toward the end of all dukkha, and this path is known as the Noble Eightfold Path.

We can take several supportive actions to help us establish a practice, including setting up a space to
sit, exploring different meditation postures, and finding a rhythm and style of practice that easily folds
into our daily routines:

● Choose an anchor (such as the breath or sound) for each practice period. With the support of
an anchor, it helps us notice where the mind goes and then bring it back to the anchor. This
process allows for settling more deeply into awareness using the breath or other anchor.
Stabilizing awareness is like an anchor stabilizing a sailboat in the harbor.

● Start where it is easiest to stay aware. Use sound if it’s easier to use sound than the breath
as an anchor. Sit on a chair if it’s easier than sitting on a cushion. If you can rarely stay in
meditation for 30 minutes, sit for 20 minutes. When deciding when to engage in formal practice,
consider the easiest time to be consistent.

● Meditate in any posture and during any activity! The Buddha taught meditation by sitting,
standing, walking, and lying down. In addition, he instructs us to practice mindfulness during all
daily life activities.

● Cultivate a wise relationship with thoughts. A mind busy with thoughts, distracted by
thoughts, and lost in thought is often described as a “monkey mind” or “a wandering mind.”
Working with the mind consumed by thoughts can be understood as similar to training a puppy
who needs the guidance of an attentive guardian. It is the guardian who knows where it is safe
for the puppy and where it is not safe for the puppy. It is natural for the puppy to wander, just like
it is natural for the mind to wander. So, just like the guardian, when the mind wanders, we gently
and kindly bring awareness back to the anchor.

Week 1: Grow Insight
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Every experience, whether good or bad,
gives you a learning opportunity to notice whether the mind accepts things the way they are

or whether it likes, dislikes, reacts, or judges. - Sayadaw U Tejaniya

Investigation leads to insight and insight becomes wisdom. It’s a remarkable experience to see how our
intentions lead to thoughts, the thoughts lead to actions, and then to see how those actions have
created consequences. Mindfulness makes investigation of experience possible. When we slow down
enough to investigate, we can create a gap between our experience and our reactivity.  In that gap, we
can pause; we can stop when we see suffering and learn from it. Suffering itself is not bad. Suffering is
a sign, a symptom, and a result of how we relate to experience. The goal is to recognize suffering,
understand the cause of suffering, and find the end of that suffering.

Practices and Reflections for Further Engagement

Do something radically different. It is common to react to suffering by avoidance, repression, or denial.
Instead, when we turn toward dukkha, we grow our understanding of it as a guide, an inner-feedback
system. This shift in perspective (the adoption of a wise view) supports a skillful relationship to suffering
and helps us stay on the path to freedom. Take time to check your dharma compass and become
mindful of the presence, or absence, of dukkha.

● Stop for Dukkha: When we notice the experience of dukkha, we can stop/pause and turn
toward this experience with curiosity. We can ask, “what am I clinging to?” or “what am I pushing
away” or “how did I think this experience should be different than it is?”

● Say “Yes”: Dukkha increases with wanting and not wanting. You could say this is a way of
saying “no” to what is already happening. It can be helpful to look for what we can say yes to;
for example, say yes to recognizing the experience of dukkha.

● Let Go/ Let Be: See if you can recognize the presence of dukkha and then experiment with
different approaches to “letting go” or “letting be,” such as reflecting on how this experience,
even if it is uncomfortable, is simply a feedback mechanism similar to the way it hurts if we
touch a hot stove. It is helpful to respond with curiosity and compassion, we can try allowing
things to be just the way they are, or we might even try inviting the mind to see that whatever is
happening is “good enough.”
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WEEK 2: Establishing Mindfulness on and
off the Cushion

If I view [everyday chores] as tasks to rush through on the way to something more important,
they become a crushing waste of time.

But from the perspective of Buddhist teachings,
each of these activities is a golden moment, an opportunity for full awakening.

—Anne Cushman

Mindfulness:

Mindfulness has a lot of beautiful qualities. One of them is that it helps the mind grow wiser through
being aware of direct experience. Another delightful quality is the ability to meet our experience without
reaction, judging, or being for or against it. When we stop reacting to life, we have the opportunity to
see more deeply into the nature of the mind. There is no place we can go, and nothing that we can do
that is not supported by the power of mindfulness.

Concentration:

By building our capacity to be mindful, we develop our ability to grow concentration. When the mind
becomes more concentrated, it is more intimate and connected with our present moment experience.
There are two approaches to concentration; one is about choosing a single object to focus on, such as
the breath, and the other is described as “moment to moment” concentration, where there is awareness
of each object as it arises in our awareness moment by moment. Both forms of concentration are
important and play an invaluable role in practice. A mind with a greater degree of concentration, rather
than a wandering mind or a mind lost in thought, is a mind at rest and ease. This rest and ease can
support the arising of insight into the nature of experience, including the recognition of dukkha,
impermanence, and not-self.

Practice Tips:

Establishing mindfulness of the body supports the practice. The breath is experienced in the body and
can be felt in the whole body. When practicing mindfulness of the body, it is helpful to broaden, expand
and extend our awareness to the fullness of the body. When we do so, we have the opportunity to
establish an intimate connection with the body via a simple, straightforward, and kind recognition of our
experiences of sensation, sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch. Rather than being dismissive or
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judgmental, desirous of the pleasant or reactive to the unpleasant, we cultivate a respectful curiosity
about all kinds of direct experience. We invite ourselves to practice in a relaxed, easy, and kind way
with whatever is arising on the level of sensations.

Experiences in the body happen in the present moment; the body is a gateway to the here and now. It
is possible to develop continuity of mindfulness via our moment-to-moment awareness of our activities
coupled with an awareness of how they feel in the body. When one is walking, one knows one is
walking by being aware of the experience of walking. When one is sitting, one knows one is sitting by
being mindful of the sitting experience. And so forth. There is nothing we do that we cannot practice
mindfulness of.

● Prepare the body before engaging in formal practice. Consider your clothing, stretching, and
other basic needs before formal practice.

● Practice moderation in eating (eat neither too much nor too little) right before practicing.

● Get enough sleep and rest, they support being awake and alert during practice.

● Take time to be still or quiet, even a few minutes when possible, to settle and disconnect from
all the worldly activities, pressures, and engagements before formal practice.

● Work with pain or physical discomfort skillfully during practice. It can be liberating to be
aware of physical discomfort without changing our posture to make it go away. See if you can be
curious about discomfort, noticing the subtle shifts and changes to sensations. However, do not
sit with intense pain if there is any chance you could be causing harm to your body. It is
essential to respect your body and your limits. If you need to move, move with mindfulness, and
move slowly while staying aware and connected to the experience of moving.

● Sit in Nature: Meditation practice in nature can be particularly helpful in inviting us to ground in
our earth bodies. Our bodies are made of the same elements that make up this earth, and as
we sit outside, we can become aware of the wind, warmth, land, and waters that comprise our
physical bodies and connect us to the larger world. If connecting with the body feels
challenging, you might try practicing in nature and bring mindfulness to the larger earth body of
which you are a part.

Grow Insight:

The insight we gain is like a lantern that lights the way toward freedom.

Faith acts as inspiration and motivates us to continue to practice in the face of difficulty. When we give
attention to how and when faith arises, trust grows, and then that faith supports other skillful means. So,
when faith is encouraged, it can help us grow confidence instead of doubt, wisdom instead of delusion,
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and calm instead of restlessness. Over time, the faith we nurture in the Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha
can mature into unshakable confidence in the practice.

During practice, we will encounter difficulties. The Buddha identified Five Hindrances that cloud the
mind and dilute wisdom. These Five Hindrances are: 1. Greed, 2. Ill Will, 3. Sloth & Torpor, 4.
Restlessness & Worry and, 5. Doubt. The hindrances of Sloth and Torpor, as well as Restlessness and
Worry, are the focus this week.

Sloth and torpor are experienced in the body as heaviness, sleepiness, and a lack of energy. In
contrast, dullness manifests as drifting, dreamlike, or foggy-headedness in the mind. Restlessness and
worry are mental or physical agitation. Restlessness in the body is being fidgety or having difficulty
sitting still. At times, we may be unable to resist the urge to move and will need to consider standing or
walking meditation practice. Worry is circular thinking, anxiety, rumination, and a lack of focus. As we
engage with the training, we develop skillful ways of both abandoning and preventing the arising of
these hindrances. For example, we are less likely to feel slothful when we eat moderately. When we get
enough rest, we are less likely to fall asleep during practice. The mind will likely be calmer and easier to
work with in meditation when we take time to prepare the mind before engaging in sitting meditation.
Take time this week to observe how the behaviors and activities you do before meditation directly
impact your practice. By taking the time to reflect in this way, we can grow our faith in the practice. We
learn to make connections between our actions and the impact of those actions on our minds and
bodies; we develop faith and confidence in the practice.

Practices and Reflections for Further Engagement

● Growing our capacity for choice is a gift to both ourselves and others. When do you
experience a sense of being more balanced and at ease? What have you learned through your
direct experience with mindfulness? How can you build on this insight during the week?

● Look for an opportunity to bring a non-reactive presence to the experience of mild pain
or discomfort. Notice what happens when resisting or attempting to eliminate discomfort or
pain. In contrast, notice what happens when you practice accepting and investigating the
discomfort instead.

● Choose a simple daily-life activity and make it a mindfulness-in-action practice. Activities
can be brushing your teeth, making the bed, making coffee or tea in the morning, starting the
car or washing the dishes, etcetera.

● Practice mindfulness and meditation in nature. While walking or sitting in nature, take time to
open all the doors of our senses, including seeing, hearing, sensing, smelling, and maybe even
tasting. You might pay attention to how your movements outside impact or influence the birds or
squirrels or the differences you feel when it is hot or cold, windy or wet. How are you relationally
impacted and attuned to nature?
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● Find a meditation buddy to sit with either in person or remotely. You may text each other
when sitting and invite the other to do the same. One may join for part or all of the meditation
practice. It can be fun to share our practice in this way.
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WEEK 3: Actions that Support Joy
Connecting with the joy of practice is not only natural; it is strongly encouraged! One support for feeling
joy is our ethical actions. We are more likely to feel a sense of integrity when there is alignment
between our beliefs and actions. For this reason, the Buddha included three steps on the path that
support us in acting in ways that bring well-being. These three are wise speech, wise action, and wise
livelihood. In teaching these, the Buddha invites us to “come and see” what happens when we follow
his guidance. What happens when you practice wise speech versus what happens when your speech
is unwise? How does the way you speak impact others? How does it impact your mind, body, and
emotions? The Buddha encourages us to engage with these wise ways of being in the world because
he found he suffered less doing so. As with all of the Buddha’s teachings, we can engage with these
guidelines not as commandments or rules but as practices. We do our best, and when we struggle or
behave in ways we are not comfortable with, we learn from these experiences. These guidelines are
offered as a support for joy, not as a method for self-criticism or condemnation. In fact, for many people,
these practices support us in being more intimate with ourselves, others, and our life with more ease
and joy.

Wise Speech:

Wise speech is speech that does not harm, is truthful, kind, and timely.

Wise Action:

To practice wise action, The Buddha advised us of three actions to avoid: don’t kill, don’t steal, and
don’t cause harm through your sexuality. By following these guidelines, it is said that we will be blessed
with the “bliss of blamelessness.”

Wise Livelihood:

It is a tremendous support to practice when our livelihood is in harmony with the intentions of the
spiritual path, particularly the intention of being harmless. To engage in wise livelihood, we avoid lying,
refrain from taking what is not offered, and do not kill or harm living beings.
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Practice Tips:

Strong emotions often lead us to say and do things we regret when we aren’t mindful. When we are
mindful of emotions instead of ruled by them, they can inspire connection, healing, helpful actions, and
insight. RAFTT is a mindfulness practice that supports and expands our capacity to be aware of and
wise with emotions. Take a few moments to ground, bringing your awareness into the present moment
and, step by step, move from the R through the T. This practice is generally done by oneself, but you
can also invite a trusted dharma friend to listen as you practice out-loud with recognizing, allowing,
feeling, teasing apart and trusting.

RAFTT

R recognize emotions, maybe even naming them with a simple acknowledgment such as “sadness” or
even just acknowledging the nature of the feeling as “unpleasant.” “pleasant” or “neither.”
A allow space for the emotions that have already arisen to be known and felt.
F feel the emotion(s) in the body by letting go of the story around the emotion and connecting directly
and tenderly with the sensations as sensations. Do not try to suppress emotions; instead, take good
care of the feelings by letting them touch us as we breathe in and out calmly.
T tease apart the thoughts, beliefs, expectations, etcetera from the more direct and simple physical
experience. (In so doing, we liberate the internal experiences that have become entangled, frozen, and
brittle.)
T trust the practice. For example, you can trust that emotions and thoughts are natural experiences that
arise and pass away when they are known with mindfulness, free from reactivity.

Grow Insight

Emotions are a big part of our lives. And they are essential to our sense of connection and aliveness.
However, they can also be overwhelming and make it difficult for us to connect with wisdom and clarity.
Emotions denied or blocked may end up stuck or stored in the body as tension and stress. Emotions
fueled by greed, hatred, or delusion can end up causing harm to ourselves, others, or both.

The presence of desire and aversion may supercharge emotions, thoughts, and actions. Can you
notice how desire fuels a sense of wanting and seeking even unwholesome things? Can you see how
aversion fuels a sense of not-liking, intolerance, ill will, and perhaps even hatred? What changes when
there is an absence of desire and aversion? We can learn a lot by tuning into the presence, or absence,
of the hindrances of desire and aversion.
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Anything difficult in our lives is likely to stir emotions; it’s part of being human. When we are aware of
our emotions, we are more likely to avoid engaging in unskillful behaviors. In everything we do, it is
possible to be aware.

Living with awareness means sitting with awareness,
standing with awareness, going with awareness, working with awareness,

always while you are doing what you are doing. Don’t let the awareness be forgotten. -Sayadaw U
Tejaniya

Practices and Reflections for deepening engagement

● “Take in the good.” It’s not just a matter of paying attention; it is a deliberate act of pausing,
shifting, and sustaining attention to the good. It is the activity of noticing moments of ease,
well-being, and increased freedom. Joy can be a radical act as it tends to arise when we are
open to the beauty and the suffering inherent in living. Joy says “yes” to life. Take time this week
to enjoy the benefits of your practice, such as being mindful and your efforts to avoid harming
yourself and others. We will often find, notice, and savor the small joys in the small moments.

● Notice moments of “choice” versus “reactivity.” Every moment we have the opportunity to
choose. A Buddha Doodles cartoon captures well the value of choice; a drawing of a little monk
wearing a superhero cape with a caption that reads, “choice is a superpower.” With each
moment, just like each step we take, we can place our awareness in the present moment. It is
only in the present moment that we have the opportunity to embrace our mindfulness
superpower.

● Celebrate small benefits. Choose a slightly challenging relationship pattern that you would like
to change. Try engaging in the RAFTT practice to grow more confident working with difficult
emotions. Can you expand your capacity to respond instead of reacting? How might this be of
benefit to you? For others?
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WEEK 4: Practice with Wise Effort
Practice sometimes unfolds in surprising ways.

It is never a straight line to any fixed goal.
Just like life, it is always a mixture of things that arise from times characterized by confusion, doubt, and

discouragement to times of clarity, joy, and inspiration.
Just keep practicing; never stop practicing.

Wise Effort:

Wise effort is at the heart of an engaged practice, where we learn how to grow skillful and abandon
unskillful actions. Skillful and unskillful are terms we use to describe how certain habits, thoughts, and
decisions lead to suffering or the end of suffering. Growing the skillful and abandoning the unskillful is a
compassionate act for ourselves and others.

Compassion is inextricably linked to the Buddhist practice of liberation.
It can be the motivation for this practice as well as the result.

As one’s inner freedom grows, one’s capacity for compassion increases;
as one’s compassion increases, so does the importance of freedom.
Liberation supports compassion and compassion supports liberation.

They both benefit when they go hand in hand. – Gil Fronsdal

Wise effort is the effort we make to monitor our inner life and intentions and to begin adjusting them.
We continue with similar efforts if our efforts result in more ease and kindness. However, if the results
bring suffering to oneself or others, we stop. In essence, when practicing with wise effort, we learn to
stop unskillful actions; we avoid the un-arisen unskillful. At the same time, we cultivate skillful actions
and then promote and sustain those skillful actions.

Practice Tips:

We will heed our efforts’ results if we want to learn what leads to skillful and unskillful outcomes. Our
effort has effects, and those results are feedback. When we tune in to the results and value the
feedback, we have an opportunity to connect more intimately with ourselves and the practice.
Sometimes we may discover what we consider “bad news.” At moments like this, it can be tempting to
turn away from our observations to avoid discomfort and pain. However, if we turn away, we are more
likely to experience even greater suffering, stress, worry, hurt, etcetera. Practicing mindfulness and
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meditation can be very difficult and how we meet those difficulties makes all the difference. When we
can meet these difficulties with an attitude of acceptance, grounded in wise understanding, and with a
sense of caring and kindness, we grow our capacity to show up for life and be a non-reactive influence
on ourselves and others.

Getting the mind more interested in what is happening is a wise effort.
Follow your natural curiosity.

If a sense of curiosity does not come naturally,
ask yourself questions.

This will help the mind stay interested and alert.
- Sayadaw U Tejaniya

● Relax. Be interested in what you become aware of and connect with a sense of ease and
curiosity when possible. When you intend to relax but end up tense, consider the tension as
feedback. When you recognize stress, you can drop in the question, “what am I resisting” or
“what do I need to know about this tension?” It’s also possible to explore other ways to approach
relaxation. Relaxation is vital to our practice; it helps us stay connected and receptive. When we
are connected and receptive, we become sensitive to our needs. Being sensitive to our needs
and inner experience, we know when we use the right amount of energy and the right effort.

● When thinking, it can be helpful to notice the difference between the content of the
thought and the process of thinking. We think in different ways; sometimes, we think via
images, words, or a subtle form of chatter. You may be able to see the different types of
thoughts as simply: planning, conversing, rehearsing, or imagining. Finally, it can be freeing to
simply label thoughts as “wholesome” or “unwholesome” for our practice.

● Thoughts are just thoughts. You are not your thoughts. Your thoughts are not you. Thoughts
in and of themselves are not truths, reliable, or even a representation of who we are. Like any
other experience, such as a sensation or emotion, thoughts arise and pass away. We do not
need to take them personally or act on them, engage with them, or even agree/disagree with
them. However, sometimes thoughts that are left unchallenged can impact our choices. You
may want to experiment with how you respond when working with sticky or challenging
thoughts. Is there a different type of effort to try? If you feel yourself falling into a cycle of shame,
consider reflecting on the actions you have done that were non-harming or even supportive to
yourself and others.

● Loving-kindness. If you are feeling stuck in anger, resentment, or other afflictive emotions
practice Loving-kindness by repeating the following phrases. You can start by offering yourself
the wishes and then expanding them to include others when you are ready.
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Loving Kindness Phrases

May I/you/we be safe

May I/you/we be happy

May I/you/we be healthy

May I/you/we be at ease

Grow Insight:

● Take up the Buddha’s Invitation to EhiPassiko, translated as “come and see.” We are
invited to see and reflect on our direct experience with the teachings. Over time, the insight we
gain supports our faith and confidence in the practice; these qualities are integral to our
continued efforts to keep practicing.

● In what ways have you come to know your experiences differently, more fully, or more
intimately over the past four weeks? Even though we don’t always like what we discover,
knowing creates the opportunity for choice and freedom from past conditioning.

● Practice does not progress in a straight line to a fixed goal. You will likely experience many
challenges, backsliding, and other difficulties. Doubt is likely to arise in response to some
difficulties. Doubt is sometimes skillful as it leads us to ask questions and reflect. It can be
liberating and informative to investigate doubt by naming it, talking with spiritual friends and
dharma leaders, or reading or listening to Dharma talks by teachers we respect. However, when
we don’t recognize doubt as doubt, its power can grow over time, discouraging us from
practicing and dampening our engagement with the dharma.

Practices and Reflections for Deepening Engagement:

Confidence in our practice is central to the Dharma path.
No matter what the circumstances, no matter what the challenges,

we can learn to trust the practice. No matter the distance we’ve traveled on the path—however little or
far—our confidence to keep practicing is the most important thing. It is said, “Before Awakening, one

practices; after Awakening, one practices.”
In other words, no matter what, keep practicing. - Gil Fronsdal
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Have routines, practices, and teachings offered during this class (or in your past dharma practice)
brought you a sense of well-being? In what ways has mindfulness supported your capacity to be
present and engaged in life with wisdom and non-reactivity?

Additional ways to support and grow your practice may include:

● Attend a ½ day or daylong retreat; reference the IMC calendar
https://www.insightmeditationcenter.org/calendar

● Sign up for a special yearlong program such as the Eightfold Path Program to learn more about
the Buddha’s path to awakening,
https://www.insightmeditationcenter.org/special-upcoming-events/

● Sign up for a residential retreat at www.insightretreatcenter.org
● Attend IMC’s “Happy Hour” to learn more about how to practice Loving Kindness; reference the

IMC calendar https://www.insightmeditationcenter.org/calendar/
● Volunteer at IMC by contacting the Volunteer Manager,

https://www.insightmeditationcenter.org/volunteer/
● Sign up for a practice discussion or get other forms of dharma support

https://www.insightmeditationcenter.org/dharma-support/
● Join a neighborhood or community dharma discussion or book group

https://www.insightmeditationcenter.org/neighborhood-dharma-discussion-groups/

Value your practice, learn from your practice, and support your practice.
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